
A. Assertions Of What Evil Is and Is Not According To Genesis 3 and the Problem of Evil.  

1. The Old Testament’s Concern? –– The Bible’s concern is not rooted in an abstract interest in evil. The 
Bible discusses the reality of evil always and only in the context of how evil expresses itself in the thinking, 
choosing, and actions of moral beings (human and angelic). 

a. Evil is not a passive presence, void of intention.  It is not like the disembodied amoral “force” or 
power found in Star Wars, that enables humans to accomplish great good or great evil. 

b. Evil is a not seen as the perceived balancing necessity of yin and yang. –– Does a child have to 
know evil in order to know joy, love, security, beauty, desire, or significance? –– Evil does not make us 
wise; it makes us sorrowful, hard of heart, anxious, self-protective, greedy, violent, etc.  

2. Evil is an intelligent, deceptive, seductive and appealing power, which holds out the promise of an 
evolution of the human condition through enlightenment. 

a. Intelligent, Seductive & Appealing, Offering Enlightenment. Satan speaks “When you eat your 
eyes shall be opened and you shall be like God, knowing good and evil.”(Gen. 3:4)    What is the 1

message here? You Are incomplete and missing out on your real destiny. 

• Thinking About Madison Avenue: The birth mother of all consumer advertisements. “You can be 
more than you are if you only…” –– You are not complete, don’t be content. –– Promoting comparing 
and discontent.  

• Thoughts On A Beautiful Evil?  We must overcome our modern naivety of thinking of evil either as 
passé  or as being obviously ugly. (CS Lewis’ Narnian Queen & Hebrews thought on “sin’s joy for a 2

season.” –– Hebrews 11:25). 
  

3.  Evil’s Impact? It’s Depth and Breadth?  

The Bible will call this rejection of the Creator’s rule “sin” –– a picture of missing the mark –– missing the 
Creator’s good will (commands) and rule. Sin is like a malware virus that has reprogramed in our minds, 
affections, and will (hard drive) a disposition toward rebellion and autonomy from God’s rule. Every aspect 
of our humanity is impacted –– The Theological Idea Of “Total Depravity.” (Spiritual, Psychological, 
Sociological, and Ecological.) The environment of our minds, affections, choices, and relationships are all 
distorted.  3

• Why is it that children must be taught what is good, to share, to speak kindly, etcetera? No child has to be 
taught the way of evil, but all must be restrained and trained in the way of good. –– Why is it that we can 
readily see and long for the good –– and yet in small or great ways pick the way of evil over against what we 
know is true and good? Is this not rather convincing evidence of our bent nature, and our deep memories of a 
better way?  

  Evils seductive nature is seen in the friends and woman’s appeal in Proverbs (1:10-15 & Chapter 5).1

 No longer fashionable, out of date, archaic.2
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need of rescue. (Acts 8:23; John 8:34; 1 Cor. 6:9-10; 2 Tim 2:26; Hebrews 10:27)
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• Genesis 3 forward describe the way of the snake and sin as a competing way and order that has been inserted 
into the human drama. A way that produces moral distortion –– disharmony and chaotic alienation. – From 
joyful desiring to addictive lusts. –– From moral clarity to moral confusion and inversion. (They will call the 
good evil, and will call evil good.” – Isaiah 5:20) –– Jesus will call this other way, The Kingdom Of 
Darkness.  

5. Its Mediums –– The agencies through which Evil works In Our Observable  
World? 

a. Satan's kingdom works (like leaven) though many earthly means.  

–– In our world-views. In our human centered idealistic political philosophies –– that shape our actions in 
the world. These idealistic visions that fail to take note of God or the problem of human sin easily have and 
continue to be the cause for the enormous and horrific evil in the 20th and 21st CT. (The Gulags/Radical 
Religious Murder, etc.).  

–– Ideas do have real consequences! Ideas matter. We ultimately live out what we actually believe. 

b. In the NT all of these various means of spreading the rejection of God’s rule are simply called the "world."  
Not the cosmos itself, but the patterns of beliefs that bring moral, relational chaos!  

• Romans 12:2 “Do not conform any longer to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the 
renewing of your mind. Then you will be able to test and approve what God's will is—his good, pleasing 
and perfect will.” 

• 1John 2:15 “Do not love the world or anything in the world. If anyone loves the world, the love of the 
Father is not in him.” 16 For everything in the world—the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the 
pride of life—comes not from the Father but from the world. 

6. Evil’s Goal?  

• The goal of the evil one is to usurp the place of God (the drive for power). It is to corrupt God's creational 
purposes of a flourishing life (the drive for death).  The Kingdom of Darkness is a destroyer of the moral 
goodness of love for God and godly love for others. It is anti–God and anti–life. The Kingdom of Darkness 
is a Kingdom of death.  4

7. Evils Future & The Old Testament’s Prophetic Hope 

• The Vision & Promise Of God Through The Prophets!  
They address Israel’s despair by speaking of a future time when Elohim (The Lord) himself would visit the 
earth to rescue humanity from enslavement to sin and death.  

• The theme of the "Coming Kingdom of God" is the dominant theme and hope of the First (Old) Testament, 
from Moses through Malachi.  

• OT Flags: This future event was spoken of as “in the fullness of time,” or "in that day", or "the day of the 
Lord."  It was the time when God would establish his reign of justice and truth.  
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